With the advent of technology man is endeavoring for relevant and optimal results from the web through search engines. Retrieval performance can often be improved using several algorithms and methods. Abundance in web has impelled to exert better search systems. 
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growing web drew in many researchers to study the Information Retrieval (IR) studies for delivery of relevant output. Better results are obtained through the technological improvement and handling huge data bases. Machine dependence is grown considerably for the results in search techniques. Anatomy of the web pages, links and their relations were understood at large during the development of various methods and algorithm complexity. Search engines contribute significantly through a well defined process with inherent ranking methods in time.
Keyword(s) play a larger role in this process. Many researchers worked through content categorization to address this issue and we assorted these web pages into four different types with new page parameters i.e. (a) Page Retaining Weight (PRW) and (b) Page Forwarding Weight (PFW). We also provide the method of such categorization and the advantages. Optimal path to the spider/worm can be recommended through clustering of pages and the location of the link. In the absence such works, the spider/worm either moves to the next page available at the least time or by network selection. This classification serves in judgment of traversal of web spider/worm and minimization. Such processes are the major areas of research in IR and strive to improve the effectiveness of interactive IR and can be used as performance evaluation tool.
The classification studies at early stages were with strong human interaction than machine learning. The term reference and feedback processes are used for classification by ). Storage and query processing methods improved the efficiency in getting output from the large databases. The time for decomposition is a factor in all above methods. As decomposition is one-time expense, vector space methods could be used in information retrieval (Lakshminarayana 20 27 (1989) suggested a frame based language for classification of data in information retrieval.
Categorization of web pages in respect of a keyword will play a predominant role in such search process optimization.
Experimental results of TREC methods, Hub and Authority method and Statistical methods were applied to a set of odd 8000 pages. We observed that there is about 70% of pages are non-relevant in case of TREC method, 65-68% pages does not weigh a reasonable factor in the Hub and statistical methods, they are 26% related and 74% non-relevant in case of Statistical methods (Lakshminarayana 7 , 2003) . Several authors reported that instances were observed that information is available but not relevant to the key word(s).
METHODS
Search methods discussed earlier are from negotiating with the produced output. The processing and ranking depends on the search engine algorithm and traversal methods in the web. Optimized traversal of a worm/spider collects the best information from the web. A set of given hyper linked web pages will have several paths that a spider or a worm could walk to get the information. The next page to be visited is vital in many situations. However, due to advantage of computing machines, the spiders are able to browse more than 400 documents/second (Risvik and Michelsen 28 , 2002) .
A network of 8000 pages is taken for our study. The weight of the each page was computed initially using Kleinberg 8 (1999) hub and authorities method. Leaf node page weights (end pages) are taken as unity. A user has three choices after browsing a web page (a) to go back-ward i.e. to visit to the earlier page (b) to visit a page/link which is linked to the existing page or (c) to leave and go to new process. We considered that the page should have some useful information which is interesting to remain. This is assigned as Page Retaining Weight (PRW). The user will have a tendency to move forward to the pages/links that are connected to the existing page. This is rated as Page Forwarding Weight (PFW). This study excogitates the concept of Klienberg 8 and Chakrabarti et.al 9 . Initially the PFW is taken as zero for all the pages and PRW is the page-weight itself.
The following new formulae were used to computer PFW and PRW.
(1) Page Forwarding Weight (PFW) = n X ∑ where n is the total number of hyper links exists on that page and ∑ X is the sum of the weight of all such links appear in that page and Results after 300 iterations for all the pages in the network succumbed to categorize these pages into four different types.
RESULTS
Classification of web pages was discussed by klienberg 8 , Chakravarthi et.al 9 , Borodin et.al 10 and many others for better understanding of the anatomy of web structure and to get relevant information. We have classified the pages in to four types with the values of page weight graph depicted after 300 iterations (Fig 1) . The page diagrams indicate that they follow a pattern. It is also tenable that these could be categorized into four different categories We have analyzed these groups with five odd key words for relevance separately and observed that more number of better ranked pages is within B-group (Table 1) . Iteration Number Page Weight
